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Geographical Location

IES Mar de Poniente is situated 

in the city centre of La Línea near 

the border which Spain shares 

with Gibraltar. It is quite a modern 

city and is home over 60,000 

people. It is also situated near 

The Costa del Sol.
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Other Features of the Town

●La Línea is almost completely 

surrounded by water and there 

are two main beaches. Other 

unique features of the town are 

the breathtaking views of the 

Rock and the Straits of Gibraltar 

and the coastline of Africa which 

is only 14 kilometres away.
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Social context of our school

●Our students come from varying 

economic and social 

backgrounds, with families who 

occupy jobs in all sectors of the 

community. The ethnic 

background of our students is 

primarily Spanish, although there 

are also students who have 

Chinese, North African, British 

and other European origins. On 

an economical level, the town of 
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Data of School

●Address: en la Avenida del Mar s/n de La Línea de la Concepción

●Phone number: 956670970

● Social media: IesmardeponienteWeb

●Web: www. Iesmar de poniente
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Plano del Centro
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The high school has three floors. It has the U form
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School Statistics

●The school has approximately 900 students aged between 12 and 

18.

●There are 5 or six classes in each year group and the two senior 

year groups which both have two classes.

●There are 86 teachers. Nine teachers in the English Department. We 

have also one or two English Language Assistants.
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School Subjects and Timetable

●Students in “Mar de Poniente” Secondary School can study a range 

of subjects including English, French, Sciences, Maths, Greek, Latin, 

History, Geography, P.E and Spanish Literature

●The school day begins at 8.30 am and ends at 3.00 pm. There is 

one break during which students are able to eat and drink food from 

te school canteen
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School Facilities

●“Mar de Poniente” is not a 

modern school since it was 

opened 45 years ago but 

otherwise it has a wide range of 

facilities including video rooms, 

ICT suites, science labs, a library, 

an assembly hall, a canteen and 

a gymnasium.
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Education Levels

●Secondary Education

●1º ESO

●2º ESO

●3º ESO

●4º ESO

●Upper level Education

●Business and commerce studies
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ANLs: Non Linguistic Subjects

●1º ESO: Geography, Biology, Arts, P.E

●2º ESO: Geography, Biology, Arts, Maths and Chemistry

●

●3º ESO: Geography, Biology,Maths, Chemistry, Philosophy

●4º ESO: P.E, History

●1º Bachillerato: Philosophy, P.E

●2º Bachillerato: History
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Bilingual Team

●Responsible of the Project :Lourdes Roda Fosela

●Language Assistants:

●2019- 2020: . adrienneirmer15@gmail.com

● .

●2020-2021   .

●2021- 2022: . maldonado.camille@gmail.com

katelyndegraaf@gmail.com

clperumal@ucdavis.edu
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Activities you can do in the Project

●Languages Day

●Halloween

●Guy Fawks

●Thanksgiving Day

●Christmas

●Saint Patricks’ Day

●Easter

●Europe Day
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HALLOWEEN
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Thanksgiving


